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Anxiety & Depression Workbook For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2005
From identifying your triggers to improving your relationships — manage your emotional wellbeing
Struggling to cope with anxiety and/or depression? Have no fear — this hands-on guide focuses on helping you pinpoint the root of your problems and find relief from your symptoms in a detailed, step-by-step manner. With concise,...
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Probabilistic Thinking: Presenting Plural Perspectives (Advances in Mathematics Education)Springer, 2013

	This volume provides a necessary, current and extensive analysis of probabilistic thinking from a number of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and psychologists. The work of 58 contributing authors, investigating probabilistic thinking across the globe, is encapsulated in 6 prefaces, 29 chapters and 6 commentaries. Ultimately, the four...
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Performance Management: A New Approach for Driving Business ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Performance Management presents an end-to-end practical model of effective performance management that shows how to develop and implement performance management systems that drive results. It goes beyond prescribing typical best practices – instead focusing on what it really takes to implement performance management effectively....
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Introduction to Psychological Theories and Psychotherapy (Pittsburgh Pocket Psychiatry)Oxford University Press, 2014

	This is an introductory text on psychological theories and psychotherapy that approaches the topic from a multidisciplinary perspective. Written for psychiatry residents, but of notable relevance to other students and practitioners in medical and mental health fields, this book lays out a specific sequence for learning psychotherapy that...
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Grounding Cognition: The Role of Perception and Action in Memory, Language, and ThinkingCambridge University Press, 2005
One of the key questions in cognitive psychology is how people represent knowledge about concepts such as football or love. Recently some researchers have proposed that concepts are represented in human memory by the sensorimotor systems that underlie interaction with the outside world. These theories represent a recent development in cognitive...
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Suffering Insanity: Psychoanalytic Essays on PsychosisRoutledge, 2004
This book raises very important issues for further reflection by all those working in the field of psychosis. Under supervision, the essays act as excellent, stimulating texts for use in teaching situations. The book is warmly recommended to the readership of this journal. - 
Richard Lucas, British Journal of...
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The Business and Culture of Digital Games: Gamework and GameplaySage Publications, 2006
"Fusing digital technologies and cultural creativity, exploiting global networks of production and distribution with little regulation and embodying the liberal ideas of individual choice and agency, digital games seem to epitomize global post-industrial neo-liberal cultural products. Kerr finds reality a bit more complex. For all their...
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How to Instantly Connect with Anyone: 96 All-New Little Tricks for Big Success in Relationships (Business Skills and Development)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	This sequel to Leil’s international top selling “How to Talk to Anyone” makes you a master communicator with 96 all new cutting-edge communication “Little Tricks” for big success in business and social relationshipsâ€•in person, by email, and on the phone. It has been praised as the 21st century version of...
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Intensive Care of the Adult with Congenital Heart Disease (Congenital Heart Disease in Adolescents and Adults)Springer, 2019

	
		Dedicated to the critical management of acutely ill adults with congenital heart disease, this comprehensive book discusses the many challenges faced in the management of these patients, who require intensive inter- and trans-disciplinary care. It provides the first universal review of the practical management of patients with these...
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Moderating Usability Tests: Principles and Practices for Interacting (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Many aspects of usability testing have been thoroughly studied and documented. This isnt true, however, of the details of interacting with the test participants who provide the critical usability data. This omission has meant that there have been no training materials and no principles from which new moderators can learn how to interact.
...
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Neuroergonomics: The Brain at Work (Oxford Series in Human-Technology Interaction)Oxford University Press, 2006
Neuroergonomics can be defined as the study of brain and behavior at work. It combines two disciplines--neuroscience, the study of brain function, and human factors, the study of how to match technology with the capabilities and limitations of people so they can work effectively and safely. The goal of merging these two fields is to use the...
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Designing a Not-for-Profit Compensation SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Designing A Not-For-profit Compensation System
Until now, human resource and compensation professionals in the public/not-for-profit sector didn't have a compensation guidebook specifically for them. Unlike their for-profit counterparts, specialists in the not-for-profit sector wrestle with such questions as:      

	How is...
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